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Abstract

mentation errors. Some of them used joint segmentation and
clustering schemes, including iterative Viberbi decoding during agglomerative clustering[1], and ergodic-HMM[2] with a
top-down strategy, in which each speaker is represented by
a state and the changes between speakers are represented
by transitions in the HMM. Others applied iterative GMM
segmentation/clustering and re-segmentation after the initial
segmentation[3].
In this paper, two simple but efficient approaches are proposed to deal with the problem of speaker segmentation and improve the overall speaker diarization performance. Both methods are applied after the baseline speaker segmentation so they
can be considered as postprocessing steps.
The first approach uses speaker identification techniques to
refine the former segmentation criterions and label each speech
segment with its speaker ID. Speaker identification techniques
are proved to be helpful to the speaker clustering[4]. In this paper the speaker identification models are trained by MAP algorithm over the background model, more discriminative powers
are preserved to help boost the speaker segmentation and then
the following clustering task.
The idea of the second approach comes from the task of text
segmentation, which aims at partitioning a document into a set
of segments, each of which is coherent about a specific topic.
To use this method, it is necessary to find a way to transform
the feature vector of each frame of the speech signal into textual tokens. In Gaussian Mixture Models it is revealed that only
the most probable mixture components have significant impacts
on the tasks of speaker recognition. In this paper a GMM is first
trained on the whole speech, then these components are considered as the tokens for speech frames, at last text segmentation
methods are proposed after the tokenization to find the best segment boundaries during the speech.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes our baseline speaker diarization system and the
improved systems with the two proposed approaches. Section
3 presents the experimental results and section 4 presents our
conclusions.

Speaker segmentation is an essential part of a speaker diarization system. Common segmentation systems usually miss
speaker change points when speakers switch fast. These errors
seriously confuse the following speaker clustering step and result in high overall speaker diarization error rates. In this paper two methods are proposed to deal with this problem: The
first approach uses speaker identification techniques to boost
speaker segmentation. And the second approach applies text
segmentation methods to improve the performance of speaker
segmentation. Experiments on Quaero speaker diarization evaluation data shows that our methods achieve up to 45% relative
reduction in the speaker diarization error and 64% relative increase in the speaker change detection recall rate over the baseline system. Moreover, both these two approaches can be considered as post-processing steps over the baseline segmentation,
therefore, they can be applied in any speaker diarization systems.
Index Terms: speaker diarization, speaker segmentation,
speaker identification, text segmentation

1. Introduction
Given an audio stream with multiple speakers involved, the goal
of the speaker diarization system is to split the audio into homogeneous segments and to answer the question of ”Who spoke
when?” A typical speaker diarization (a.k.a. speaker segmentation and clustering) system generally contains two components:
the first component is ”speaker segmentation” whose goal is to
split the audio into homogeneous segments and the key challenge is to detect the locations of the speaker changes or turns;
the second component is ”speaker clustering” which aims at
grouping all the segments that belong to the same speaker together.
Good speaker segmentation should provide the correct
speaker changes as the result; each segment should contain
exactly one speaker. There are two types of errors related
to speaker change detection: insertion error (when a speaker
change is detected but it does not exist in reference) and deletion error (an existing speaker change is not detected). These
two types of errors have different impact depending upon the
application. In our system, the segmentation stage is followed
by a clustering stage. Therefore, insertion errors (resulting in an
over-segmentation) are less critical than deletion errors, since
the clustering procedure has the opportunity to correct the insertion errors by grouping the segments related to the same
speaker. While deletion errors cannot be recovered in the clustering stage.
A lot of research has been done to minimize the seg-
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2. System Description
2.1. Baseline System
As shown in the circled area of Figure1, our baseline system
consists of three main components: Audio segmentation is realized by an HMM segmenter with four classes: Speech, Noise,
Silence, and Music. The speech features used are 13-dimension
MFCCs plus their first and second derivatives. Each class is
represented by a GMM with 64 Gaussians. The system is
trained on 3 hours of manually annotated HUB4 English shows.
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Figure 2: Example of extracting top 3 DG for a speech window
Figure 1: The system flow chart with SID-Seg
the speech signal into text, we can apply the text segmentation
methods for speaker segmentation. This paper proposes a TSSeg system, which consists of several steps: 1) windowing as
what we did for SID-Seg, 2) training of a Tied GMM on the
whole speech signal to generate a GMM codebook, 3) tokenization for each frame using the codebook to generate textual documents for each speech window from step2, 4) text segmentation and 5) BIC clustering on the text segmentation result.
We make use of GMM to tokenize the speech signal. Theoretically, during likelihood computation with GMMs, all Gaussian mixture components are used. A lot of research indicate
that only a small portion of the mixtures - components that have
the largest likelihoods on current frame feature - contribute significantly to the likelihood computation[9] in speaker recognition tasks. In HMM based speech recognition systems, the sequences of ”dominant Gaussian components” (DG), which are
also named ”speech trajectories”, are proved to be strongly correlated with speaker variations[10][11]. All these research indicate that we could investigate the discriminative powers of
the dominant Gaussian components in our task. The tokenization procedure in TS-Seg system is described by the example in
figure2. The top level of this figure is the 128 Tied GMM whose
codebook is represented by its mixture components ”G1, G2,
· · · , G128”. The second level is a speech window generated by
the windowing process and consists of 5 frames. For each frame
we calculate the likelihoods of all the Gaussian components and
sort them by their likelihood values, sorted lists are shown in the
third level of this figure. Finally the top N (3 in this example)
components are extracted from the list and the current frame is
labeled as the corresponding codewords in the GMM codebook.
The whole speech window is tokenized as the concatenation of
the labels for all the frames within it.
In TS-Seg, similarities are calculated between two adjacent
segments, each of which is a concatenation of several neighboring speech windows. In this paper, a very simple similarity
metric, the cosine of the angles between the word distribution
vectors of two segments, is employed. Formally saying, assume
we have two segments b1 and b2 , then the similarity:

Speaker change detection is applied on any segment that is
longer than 5 seconds to check whether there exist speaker turn
changes that have not been detected[5]. For speaker clustering,
we use a hierarchical, agglomerative clustering technique based
on 128 Tied GMM and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)
stopping criterion[6].
2.2. Speaker Identification for Speaker Segmentation (SIDSeg)
Although current diarization systems are only evaluated using
”relative” speaker labels (such as ”spkr1”), using speaker identification (SID) techniques can still be helpful for the speaker
diarization tasks. This paper utilizes the speaker identification
to help improve the accuracy of speaker segmentation. As described in figure1, our SID-Seg approach consists of several
steps:
1. Train Speaker Models: Train speaker models using the
speaker labels of the baseline clustering results. The
Universal Background Model (UBM)[7] is trained on the
whole test speech recordings instead of using other corpus. Speaker models are then trained by Maximum a
Posteriori (MAP)[8] on the UBM.
2. Windowing: Chop the segments from the baseline system
into small speech pieces with a fixed window size, e.g.
1.5 seconds in this paper.
3. SID Indexing: After the speaker models training process,
each speech window from step 2 is classified by the
speaker models and labeled as its corresponding speaker
identity.
4. Segments Merging: Adjacent speech windows labeled as
the same speaker are concatenated to generate the final
speaker segmentation outputs.
5. BIC Clustering: The second pass of speaker clustering is
then applied to achieve the final diarization result.
2.3. Text Segmentation for Speaker Segmentation (TS-Seg)

Sim(b1 ; b2 ) =
PV b
b
i=1 P (wi |b1 )P (wi |b2 )
qP
qP
V
V
2
2
b
b
i=1 P (wi |b1 ) ·
i=1 P (wi |b2 )

The goal of text segmentation is to partition a document into a
set of segments, each of which is coherent about a specific topic.
If we consider speaker as the topic and find a way to transform
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(1)

where the empirical distribution of words in the segment
Pb (wi |b) can be obtained from the number of word-segment
co-occurrence n(b, wi ), normalized by the number of frames
in the segment, and V represents the size of the vocabulary.
In equation1 the larger value means more similarity between
two segments. In addition, we treat this task as an optimization
problem and use dynamic programming to find the segmentation that has the least overall similarities among them[12]:
n
o
C(si ) =
C(t) + Sim(bp(t),t−1 ; bt,si )
min
si −N+1≤t≤si
n
o
p(si ) = arg
C(t) + Sim(bp(t),t−1 ; bt,si )
min

Table 1: Speaker diarization errors for the system with SID-Seg

HMM
HMM + Windows
HMM + Windows + SID
HMM + Windows + SID + merge

French
36.29%
41.01%
25.32%
21.33%

English
19.21%
27.42%
12.71%
11.77%

Table 2: Speaker diarization errors for the system with TS-Seg
under different parameter settings

si −N+1≤t≤si

(2)
where C(si ) represents the smallest total similarity value from
the beginning of the speech to the current speech window si ,
p(si ) represents the starting window of the optimal segment
that ends in current window si , bt,s represents the segment from
window t to window s and N represents the limit of the maximum number of speech windows a segment has. The optimal
segmentation of the speech signal is achieved after we go over
all the speech windows and then backtrack from the last one.

Baseline (HMM)
max windows 5
max windows 10

number of DG 1
number of DG 5
number of DG 1
number of DG 5

French
36.29%
23.68%
25.42%
25.09%
25.38%

English
19.21%
11.82%
—
15.46%
—

all the reference change points). Deletion errors will directly
lower the recall. Insertion errors will reduce the precision. As
mentioned in the paper before, deletion errors are more critical
to the performance of speaker segmentation, we only investigate
the recall rate of different methods in this paper.

3. Experiments
3.1. Corpora and Experimental Design
To evaluate the proposed methods, we used the data that have
been used for evaluation of the speaker diarization systems
within the Quaero project (ESTER)1. The data includes French
data and English data. The French data is from ESTER corpus
and the English data is from Naked Scientist shows[13]. There
are 20 shows of more than 6 hours of speech in all in French
and the types of shows vary from news TV shows to interviews.
The English data consists of 3 hours of TV shows.
In this paper a series of experiments are designed to test
the effectiveness of the two proposed methods. The first experiment aims at evaluating the performance of the SID system. In
the second experiment, the TS-Seg is performed on the same
data, using several different parameter settings. At last the two
methods are combined together to see further improvements.
Standard speaker diarization error rate (DER) is used in all
experiments in this paper as the evaluation metric for the overall
speaker segmentation and clustering performance. It can be expressed in terms of the miss (speaker in reference but not in system hypothesis), false alarm (speaker in system hypothesis but
not in reference), and speaker error (mapped reference speaker
is not the same as the hypothesized speaker) rates. DER is the
sum of these three components based on the optimal speaker
mapping of hypothesized speakers and reference speakers.
In order to better analyze the performance of speaker segmentation methods, a speaker change detection rate is defined.
There are two types of errors related to speaker change detection: insertion error (a speaker change is detected but it does
not exist in reference) and deletion error (an existing speaker
change is not detected). We define an accuracy window around
the reference speaker change point, say 0.5 second in our experiments, then a ”hit” is met when the hypothesized change points
lies in the window of a reference change point. In this way we
can determine the precision (percentage of hit among all the hypothesized change points) and recall (percentage of hit among

3.2. Experimental Results
The performance of the baseline system and the system with
SID-Seg are shown in Table1. We can see the decrease in DER
step by step. Each segmentation is followed by a speaker clustering except for the 4th row because SID labeling results can
be considered as a clustering result. From table we can see that
the performance of speaker clustering directly from Windowing
decreases as we expected. With the SID-Seg, the overall DER
reduces significantly, which supports our hypothesis that SID
techniques will help the task of speaker diarization.
In the second experiment, different parameter settings are
tested, including the number of dominant Gaussian components extracted and the maximum number of windows of a segment. Both parameters are changed to see the robustness of this
method. The experimental results are shown in table2. From the
table we can see that the performances for this method have no
significant difference under different settings on the French data
set, although the setting of maximum window number 5 and top
1 dominant Gaussian components performs the best. On the English data set, we only considered different maximum window
numbers. There are greater variances on the English side, as
the result of maximum window number of 5 obviously exceeds
10. This may be because in the English data set the speakers change more frequently, which makes the average segment
length shorter. However the trends of the DERs appear the same
on the two different data sets, and this tells that tighter constriction in TS-Seg preserves more possible segment boundaries. On
the other hand, it also shows that preserving more DG doesn’t
necessarily bring more improvements to our TS-Seg system.
The per-show performances of two proposed methods on
French data are compared in figure3, where we adopt the parameter setting that achieved the best performance in our previous experiments. There are large variabilities in performances
of both systems over the shows. The same observation appears

1 The ESTER data were provided by DGA for the purpose of evaluation within the Quaero project, which is funded by OSEO, French State
agency for innovation.
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Table 4: The speaker change detection recall rates

Baseline
+ SID
+ TS
+ SID + TS

French
33.79%
52.40%
45.71%
55.31%

Fr Imprv.
—
55.08%
35.28%
63.69%

English
52.94%
66.91%
52.35%
70.00%

En Imprv.
—
26.39%
-1.11%
32.23%

tation method are used to deal with the problem of miss detection errors in our baseline segmentation system. Experiments
on Quaero speaker diarization evaluation data show that our
proposed methods achieved significant improvements over the
baseline system with up to 45% relative reduction in speaker
diarization error and 64% relative increase in speaker change
detection recall rate. Moreover, these two methods can be considered as post-processing methods, therefore they can be easily
applied in any speaker diarization systems.

Figure 3: DER per show for two proposed methods on French
data set, either one has advantage on parts of the shows
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